Working at Watermark means being part of an experienced, professional team that's here to help you
succeed. Our goal is to exceed the expectations of guests and colleagues by providing genuine, caring
service. Enjoy your days off in the beautiful resort town of Osoyoos, BC, with endless adventures hiking,
biking, fishing, yoga, and wine tasting.

Join our tight-knit and welcoming team, and get ready for the summer of a lifetime.

Restaurant Server
The primary role of the restaurant Server is to provide exceptional service to all customers of The Restaurant
at Watermark. A Server is responsible for all aspects of guest service such as explaining dishes, and setting
and bussing tables. This role will require the ability to work flexible hours in a small team.

Responsibilities
Provide consistent and exceptional service to all customers of The Restaurant at Watermark
Provides assistance to other associates and departments to contribute to the best overall performance
of the operation and the hotel
Completes all restocking and cleaning duties
Maintains cleanliness standards in the Restaurant, service station and kitchen service area
Performs other duties as assigned, requested or deemed necessary by management
Excellent knowledge of local wine and chef’s menu and pairing opportunities
Able to assist guests with their immediate needs as well as cross sell other outlets and resort amenities
Good knowledge of culinary ingredients and their preparation
Knowledge of Visual One point of sale or similar operating system
Knowledge of property, surrounding area and attractions
Presents the property and the business in a positive manner for all telephone or in-person enquiries
and reservations.

Qualifications
Must be 18 years of age or older
Must have Serving it Right Certificate or be able to obtain within first 2 weeks of employment
SuperHost certification would be an asset.

Visa Requirements
Must be legally eligible to work in Canada

Email your resume to:
careers@watermarkbeachresort.com

